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LUMOS is an Ako Aotearoa/TLRI funded
project to identify all desired learning
outcomes in
undergraduate
mathematics,
and to find ways
to observe and
report on them.

LUMOS
The aim is to be able to evaluate course delivery,
so we developed some different course delivery
models to trial:
— Team-based learning
— Technology intensive
— Low lecture

This talk is about the
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The Low Lecture Innovation:
Practical & Theoretical Origins
Questioning of traditional lecture-based
delivery

Breaking the “14-yr apprenticeship”
Retaining the “economy of scale”

Thinking about mathematical habits and
processes
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The Low Lecture Innovation:
Distinctive characteristics
Two lectures every three weeks.
Students organise and perform
their own content and skills
learning. Web support.

Engagement Sessions.
Normal tutorials.

Normal assessments.

Is this a flipped classroom ?
Yes: a significant part of student learning is handed over
to the student to undertake in their own time.

No: the lecture is not a working session—the lecturer as
expert role is retained for three functions: orienting;
motivating; and modelling working mathematically.
Conventional courses: ‘the sage on the stage’
Flipped classroom:
‘a guide on the side’
LowLect: ‘a guide on the stage’ AND ‘sage by your side’.
Lectures are used for guiding, and the Engagement
Sessions are used for working together mathematically.

Is this problem-based learning ?
Yes: students work on problems as a
means of learning some aspects of
mathematics.
No: the problems are very open-ended
so no specific mathematics content is
targetted—working on problems is used
to develop desired mathematical habits.

The Trials
Volunteer stream of MATHS 108, a firstyear course for non-majors (1000+/yr)
Sem.2., 2013—13 students
Sem.1., 2014—12 students
Entry qualification profile about the same
Demographic profile: More adult students;
male/female ratio the same; full range of
cultural backgrounds

Lectures
Lectures as performances that are interesting
and colourful.
Orientation, big picture, applications,
mathematical links, history, pathways, and
mathematical oddities and surprises.
Lectures as models of mathematical behaviour
or riffs on mathematical themes.

Why do big waves come in threes ?

William Rowan Hamilton

The Google Ranking Algorithm
If I search for
“auckland maths”
Google finds
over 11 million
pages in 0.16
seconds.
How does it decide which webpages to show
on the first screen?

Cross Product
In physics it is
used calculating
the Lorentz force
on electrically
charged particles,
as in the CERN
Large Hadron
Collider.

Lectures
Lectures have renewed my love for teaching, giving it
purpose, excitement, and making it contemporary.
Students find it “interesting”, and some really love it
“I just wanted to say that your lectures were my
favourite this semester, and that I wish more
courses were in this format.”
“And btw i only come to your lectures for my friend
, but i gotta say LLI is way cooler”
Attendance is about the same as conventional streams

Self-organised learning
Support:
Weekly detailed sheet of what to learn…
…and where (print & digital) to learn it.
Self-monitoring quizzes
[Coursebook, tutorials, Assistance Room, etc]

Take up ?
Additional attendance at standard lectures:
mostly 5%, a few 60%
Self-monitoring quizzes: 9/12, 6/12, 5/12, 1/12

Changing Learning Culture
Before we started the trial we worried about the
extent of the culture change.
We were right !!
But it really suits some students who are already
there, and dislike the conventional mode.
About 50% of trial students struggled with this
issue (subjective judgement based on Quiz use,
test performance, and work hand-in rates).

The Three Engagement Sessions
Open-ended situation handed out on a Friday
Students expected to work on it for 2 hours over
a weekend.

Meet with lecturer for 1-2 hours in groups of 4-6
Some students asked to present their work
All work together to explore these, or other, ideas

Students expected to do another hour or two
Write up all three phases in 4-6 page Report—
substitutes for Assignments

Engagement Sessions—Situations

Engagement Sessions—Reports
Maths 108: Low Lecture Innovation Stream
Engagement Situation #2

Jennifer Howe
ID: 9988780
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Lecturer Feedback
Harder but more fun:
“My, that was something. I have not been so euphoric
about teaching for a long long time. It really felt like
“teaching” again. I was being stretched mathematically,
and pedagogically in the moment to manage the class, to
direct things usefully, keep everyone engaged, monitor the
time, use opportunities to digress to make important
points, draw links or talk about history etc. …The third
group was absolutely amazing in terms of the mathematics
that they achieved.”
Processes
Process of discovery, persistence, questioning, generalising,
use of technology, …
Meta-learning

Lecturer Feedback… cont.
New skills:
Biting one’s tongue — listening
Affirming and building on student ideas
Writing open-ended situations that elicit a
variety of responses and are accessible to all
students
Being “ready-in-the-moment”
Thinking about, identifying, discussing
processes
Closure

Engagement Sessions—Student Feedback
“These were my favourite. Being able to come up with a
whole bunch of ideas … it felt like we were doing real
mathematics, and not just a course requirement.”
“…never really seemed to reach a conclusion.”
“Fun. … I do not know many people who would be
interested to sit down and talk about maths in interesting
ways until now. I wish I had the opportunity more.”
“A lot of room for creativity.”
“Really enjoyed that session. Don’t normally enjoy maths
so well done. Thanks”

My Favourite Student Feedback
“My original thoughts on the engagement situation were confused and
convoluted. Most of my grey matter was concentrated on deciphering
exactly what was being asked of me rather than the actual question.
The concept of a task being completely up to interpretation under the
paradigm of mathematics flew in the face of my current understanding
of the subject. Years’ worth of mathematics being purely used to sculpt
the perfect problem solver pushed the function of creativity to the
back of the mind: which is a shame because one of the main reasons I
weaved mathematics into my life was for the sake of creativity. I’m
going to miss this class when it’s over and I have to go back to average
maths. Not only has this engagement situation helped solidify my
understanding of mathematical functions, I has also helped me find a
useful interpretation of chord structure in music. “

Engagement Sessions—Visitor Feedback
Elena

Many questions kept cropping up in my mind: is this liberating,
confusing, both? They seem comfortable with the seriously amended
didactic contract that Bill was putting on the table. When, if at all, will
they cry out ‘now, tell us what you expect from this task’. Or: ‘tell us
which of the many and wacky ideas that were voiced today actually make
sense.’? I admired the confidence with which the students plugged into
their laptops and used graph software, I admired the uniform openness
to the students’ contributions and how Bill held back from judging or
diverting us away from (what appeared to me) dead-end ideas.

Michèle

Many different mathematical objects and ideas were evoked during the
course, much more than I could anticipate at reading the tasks.
What I liked most was the work on fractional derivatives, and the way it
was organised collaboratively with the students, the interplay between
the symbolic and graphic registers. They developed very good ideas in
that episode going as far as they could with their mathematical
background.

Effectiveness of the innovation as a
whole ?
Final Results
Sem.2., 2013 — No significant difference
(withdrawals, marks, grades, passes)
Sem.1., 2014 — No significant difference
(no withdrawals, test marks above but not signif)

Affect
“Mathematics is a powerful tool that helps me solve other
problems.”
“I regard mathematics as a way of expressing powerful ideas.”

One student in each group changing into
mathematics major ?

What Next ?
Which students does this mode suit?
Does not seem to damage anyone
Adult, part-timer, organised and/or motivated students

Further trialling: Sem 1, 2015
Observation of other Learning outcomes

How might it develop ?
Continue as an optional stream in multistream
classes
Be the only mode for a particular course
Incorporate elements into a standard delivery
Abandon

Thank you
Bill Barton
<b.barton@auckland.ac.nz>

